Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling

Short-term planning, dispatching and
reporting tools to enable real-time
monitoring and increased transparency
within the shift.
The future of mining
www.mobilaris.se/productivity

RUN YOUR MINE AT ITS FULL POTENTIAL

Close the loop between
planning and reality

Shift planning and scheduling
- Close the loop between planning and reality
Run your mine at its full potential

Effective shift start-ups

Productive and efficient mining is all about winning
the shift. Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling tools enable
you to optimize your mining operations throughout the
complete shift. Our software solutions seamlessly pulls
together the right information, from the right places
and presents it to the right people at the right time – so
that everyone gets what they need to be productive and
efficient every shift.

Still today, spreadsheets and whiteboards
are common planning tools at many mining
companies, making it difficult for teams to get
organized for the shift, resulting in inefficieny
and unnecessary delays. Over time this
can lead to missed targets, poor schedule
compliance, and unfulfilled commitments. Our
experience show that operators have a latent
capacity that can be released by improving
frontline work coordination.

Every mine is unique
We know that every mine is unique and that there are
several ways to set up an underground infrastructure.
Also, many companies choose a mix of machine vendors
to optimize their operations. Therefore, our solutions
are technology and vendor agnostic. Our solutions
are developed in close collaboration with the mining
industry, always with ease of use as the top priority. We
can integrate them on top of any infrastructure, as WiFi
or 4G and 5G networks. We interoperate with all systems
that help maximize customer value, with the aim of being
a future proof solution for the customer.
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It’s time to discover the many advantages
of digital planning tools providing real-time
information about the location of tools,
machines, equipment and personnel. Dispath
work orders directly to the operator and
monitor the progress via online reporting. When
things diverge from the plan, react promptly,
and re-plan the shift in seconds. With tools
like this, you can start up the shift effectively
and also save the shift when the unexpected
occurs.

With Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling and Mobilaris
Situational Awareness, you can get everyone on the
same page at every shift start. The digital solutions
enable effective communication and control over tasks
and planned work, as well as reporting about the actuals.

updated list of planned work tasks dispatched
to the application. Progress and issues are
reported by the operator digitally in real-time,
which reduces the need for radio contact with
the control room and the shift supervisors.

Bring your team together

After the shift

Eliminating the time lost through the hour-by-hour
challenges of coordinating people, machines, and
activities in a complex mining environment requires a
high level of connection, collaboration, and short interval
control.

Most spreadsheet and whiteboard driven
systems are time-consuming to do each day.
First, an active user must follow up on the
planned work during the shift. Afterward, all
collected data is transferred manually from
system to system. Due to the manual workflow, operators cannot see the actual progress
until the day is over. Some data might even be
missing.

Our solutions can be built on top of a mixture of
technologies (LTE, WiFi, UWB, RFID, etc.) to locate the
mine’s most valuable assets in real-time. At the shift
start-up, you will know the ETA of mine trucks, the drill
rig location, and the whereabouts of maintenance
personnel. By sharing the information with the workforce
team, every miner will know what is going on in the mine,
enabling better and faster decisions. In short, no more
waste of time looking for machines and consumables.

Control the shift
Every mining company faces daily challenges that
make operations unpredictable and make it difficult to
manage compliance to shift plan. Machine breakdowns,
lost equipment, and bad decision-making can slow down
production. We want operators to be aware of the daily
progress and make the right decisions when something
threatens production.
To do this, supervisors must start the shift with a clear
work plan and follow up at regular intervals throughout
the shift. We provide you with real-time information to
track the progress of compliance to plan. When you
know the status, you can focus on potential proactive or
reactive actions to guarantee continued productivity.
With Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling™, you will be able
take control of the shift by implementing Short Interval
Control (SIC) in an easy and effective manner.

Ensure compliance to plan
Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling uses real-time
information to create a graphical representation of the
actual status of work-orders, equipment, and potential
delays. It allows you to quickly identify and easily handle
events that might slow down production. You can modify
every aspect of the shift plan - KPIs, people, equipment,
notes, and tasks - without using radio or manual log
sheets.
With Mobilaris digital tools at hand, operators can
focus on getting the work done. You will always have an

With digital solutions, all the information is
collected, processed, and displayed to improve
planning and execution.

Analyze and improve
The Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling lets you
review the shift by automatically generated
reports. All data streams connected with the
system are visible in a second on your planning
screens. You and your team can see the
progress towards time set targets, update the
inventory system based on consumption, and
create service tickets based reported delays,
machine breakdowns and failed checklists.
Managers, supervisors, and control room
personnel can access accurate information
to improve decision-making for current and
upcoming shifts. The analyzed data is your first
step towards getting rid of bottlenecks and
time-waste underground. It allows you to create
proactive service tasks, set correct targets, and
KPIs as you have made a unified version of the
truth.
Time utilization models of various resources
help to identify where time is wasted. What
is the overall heading utilization? Which
machines are not used to their full potential,
and why? What are the main reasons for
mining delays and machine breakdowns? With
this information at hand, the bottlenecks can
be prioritized based on occurrence and timeduration, and actions can be taken to improve
efficiency.
The digital solutions from Mobilaris will, in
essence, reduce variability and enable more
stable and predictable mining operations.
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CUSTOMER CASE

Hudbay Minerals
The Canadian 777 zinc-copper mine in Flin Flon, Manitoba, was on the wane. After
15 years in production, the underground operation was expected to close in 2022
unless Hudbay Minerals discovered more ore. In order to keep the doors open as
long as possible, the Toronto-based company was trying to find efficiencies to
enhance the viability of the operation.
Boosting the mucking rate
One way to boost efficiency is to increase mucking
intensity, or the number of hours spent actually moving
ore, while reducing variability in the number of buckets
mucked per stope per shift. During 2018, some shifts
underperformed from a perspective of number of
buckets mucked to target while others exceeded for
an average of 56 buckets per stope. To address this
challenge, Hudbay launched a three-month pilot project
to determine whether Mobilaris Mining Intelligence (MMI)
could make a difference. And it definitely did.
Using MMI to track equipment increased the mucking
rate by seven percent because equipment could be
located instantly at the start of a shift and priorities
adjusted during the shift to better match the company’s
targets.
In a broader sense, MMI helped Hudbay apply Short
Interval Control (SIC), a means of keeping a process – in
this case mucking – on target by reducing variation.
Typically in underground mining, managers must
wait until the end of a shift to assess the difference
between their target production and the actual tons
of ore mucked. Any losses during the shift cannot
be recovered. A benefit of MMI is that it can signal if
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mucking intensity is underperforming during the
shift so adjustments can be made right away.
For example, if one stope is ahead of target
and another is behind, it is easy to reassign the
mucking fleet to keep both stopes on target.

Results
By implementing technology from Mobilaris,
first in the 777 mine and thereafter also in the
gold-zinc mine Lalor, Hudbay have experienced
some significant productivity gains by creating
awareness and getting rid of non-value-added
time.

•

20 minutes increased mucking per
shift/stope

•

7% increased mucking rate

•

350 extra hoisted tones/shift

The products that have been implemented
at Hudbay Minerals are Mobilaris Situational
Awareness, Mobilaris Operators Client and
Mobilaris Onboard.

The products that will
increase productivity
and efficiency

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering

USED IN MINES ALL OVER THE WORLD
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OPEN THE LID TO THE MINE

Mobilaris Situational Awareness™ is
the first step towards safer and more
productive mining operations. With realtime data and superior 3D visualization
Mobilaris Situational Awareness™
enables transparency and awareness.
Everyone – everywhere will know what is
going on underground. This information
makes it possible to take control over the
operations and resources, people can act
upon what is happening and make smart
decisions faster.

Are you aware?
• Superior real-time 3D visualization, both in
control rooms on the surface using Mobilaris
Situational Awareness™ and underground using
Mobilaris Onboard™ or Pocket Mine™. Everybody,
everywhere knows what is going on.
• Our unique technology-agnostic approach allows
real-time location, tracking and monitoring
of vehicles, personnel and equipment using a
mixture of technologies (LTE, WiFi, UWB, RFID
and other proprietary technologies) from various
vendors.
• As Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ is a superb
integration engine, information from various
systems or sensors can be visible on the same
screen and tailored for each mine.
• A multitude of faceplates visualizing the status of
workplaces, stopes, etc. makes production status
visible at your fingertips.

Tagging
Combine technologies to track people, machines,
vehicles and assets.

Mobilaris PocketMine™
Allow every miner to have all asset information in
real-time on a standard Android smartphone.

Ventilation on Demand
Let the power of machines control the ventilation
and reduce energy costs.

History Viewer
Analyze shifts, workflows and transports back in
time to improve operations.
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DATA CAPTURING AND
INFORMATION SHARING

Mobilaris Operator Client™ is the
operator’s best friend. With a digital tool in
hand the operator can focus on the work.
The operator will always have an updated
list of planned work tasks dispatched to
the application. Progress and issues are
reported by the operator digitally in realtime reducing the need of radio contact.
With Mobilaris Operator Client™ the operator can
perform the equipment checklist digitally at the
start of the shift or before start of the work task. The
operator can execute both planned and unplanned
work tasks and continuously report the status to the
control room. When problems occur, the operator
can report this time as unplanned maintenance/
break-down or operational delay. Information will
be visible for the control room and will be valuable
when analyzing the time usage on the resources.

With the Workplace Status View the operators
will have the same information as the control
room, knowing the status of workplaces of
interest. Information can be shared within the
team using Notes and the operator will get more
involved in the more transparent workflow. With
increasing involvement by the operators, the overall
productivity is increased
as well.

Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling
With the Utilization API you can start to address
questions like: How well do we utilize the workplaces
and equipment? What are the main reasons to
unplanned maintenance? What are the main
reasons why the operator needs to paus ongoing
activities? What machine is performing below
average? Utilization data can be extracted using the
dedicated Time Utilization Model API and diagrams
can be created using different business intelligence
tools.

Integrations
Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering has a history
of successful integrations; Mobilaris Planning
& Scheduling™ is no exception. The solution is
successfully integrated with Mobilaris Situational
Awareness™ and Mobilaris Event Automation™.

• Personnel Centric/
Equipment Centric
• Equipment specific checklists
• Workplace Status View
• Notes
• Execution of planned and
unplanned work tasks
• Reporting of work task specific
actuals/metrics
• Hierarical and equipment specific
delay codes

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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ENSURE COMPLIANCE TO PLAN

Mobilaris Scheduler™ includes
functionality for system administrators,
shift planners and control room operators
and will be the central tool before, during
and after the shift. Create the plan using
predefined templates, dispatch the work
order to a person or equipment, follow the
compliance to plan and handle exceptions
when they occur.

The control room operator can follow the progress
of the shift directly in the Gantt Timeline, in the
Status overview, with the Event log and by using
the Dashboard. With this information in hand it is
possible to focus on the exceptions and take actions.
When the shift is completed the team can be
informed about the compliance to plan by using
the dashboards. Shift report can be generated
automatically, and failed Checklists can be
managed.

Mobilaris Planning & Scheduling™ is configured
from Mobilaris Scheduler™ by the administrator. It
is possible to create customer specific quantities,
activities, activity templates and workplace cycles.
Equipment checklists, delay codes and persons are
also managed from this system.
Mobilaris Scheduler™ supports planning and
dispatching of customizable mine activities to
equipment and persons. Planning the shift is
simplified with the knowledge about the state of
the workplaces and by using customizable activity
templates. Notes can be written on work task,
machine, workplace and the shift to give additional
information to the operators.

• Planning
• Scheduling
• Dispatch
• Status Visualization
• Event log
• Dashboard
• Alerts
• Shift report
• Utilization API
• Machine telemetry visualization
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THE WORLD OF MOBILARIS

Swedish quality with global presence

HEAD OFFICE

SALES AND SUPPORT OFFICES

The future of mining
mobilaris.se/mining-civil-engineering/contact

